K5-12th GRADE DRESS CODE
GIRLS:
Shirts: Oxford weave/cotton blend collared shirts or Polo style with short or long sleeve collared
shirts or Turtlenecks may be worn. Any writing or logos on shirts must be modest and appropriate.
Slacks/capris/gauchos/crop pants: Any color pants may be worn. Fabrics to be avoided include:
knit, jersey, flannel, parachute fabric, velvet and leather. Slacks must not be tight fitting. Tightfitting will be defined as any slacks or jeans that has less than two inches of ease at the fullest part
of the hip. Ease is measured by lightly gathering the fabric to one side of the garment. No sagging.
Jeans: Jeans must continue to be in good repair without holes or fringes for hems. No overalls, no
cutoff or frayed jeans are allowed. Low-rise jeans are prohibited. Jeans must not be tight fitting.
Tight fitting will be defined as any slacks or jeans that have less than two inches of ease at the
fullest part of the hip. Ease is measured by lightly gathering the fabric to one side of the garment.
No Sagging.
Walking shorts: They must be walking short length (No more than 3 inches above the knee) and be
solid or plaid in color. Allowed from August – October 31 and after Spring Break to the end of
the year. No sagging.
Skirts, jumpers, skorts: Bottom hem or slits must be no higher than 3 inches above the knee.
Sweatshirts/Hoodies: LCA or solid sweatshirts must be worn with polo shirt or turtleneck
underneath except on Friday. LCA or solid hooded sweatshirts may be worn without a collared
shirt underneath.
Sweaters & Jackets: Jackets with zippers are allowed. This refers to lightweight jackets and
sweaters, which are allowed in or out of the classroom. No heavy coats will be allowed in the
classroom. Please label jackets, coats, and sweaters with the student’s name.
Shoes: Elementary: Saddle oxfords, loafers, flats (no high heels), or athletic shoes (high or low top),
sandals with full ankle straps may be worn. MS/HS students may wear shoes without backs.
Jewelry: Jewelry must be modest in design and taste (body piercing is not allowed).
Hats: No hats, bandanas, or caps are to be worn inside the school building.
Hair: Style must be modest and in good taste (no spikes, shaved, or multi-colored hair).
Friday Wear: School or Christian T-shirts or sweatshirts are allowed on Friday.
Performance Attire: Girls must wear skirts, dresses, or slacks suits for all performances unless
otherwise stated.

BOYS:
Shirts: Oxford weave/cotton blend collared shirts or Polo style with short or long sleeve collared
shirts or Turtlenecks may be worn. Any writing or logos on shirts must be modest and appropriate.
Slacks: Slacks but must continue to be in good repair without holes or fringes for hems. No sagging.
Jeans: Jeans must continue to be in good repair without holes or fringes for hems. No cutoff or frayed
jeans are allowed. No sagging.
Walking Shorts: They must be walking short length (No more than 3 inches above the knee) and be
solid or plaid in color. Allowed from August – October 31 and after Spring Break to the end of the
year. No sagging.
Sweatshirts/Hoodies: LCA or solid sweatshirts must be worn with polo shirt or turtleneck underneath
except on Friday. LCA or solid hooded sweatshirts may be worn without a collared shirt
underneath. Please label jackets, coats, and sweater with the student’s name.
Sweaters & Jackets: Jackets with zippers are allowed. This refers to lightweight jackets and
sweaters, which are allowed in or out of the classroom. No heavy coats will be allowed in the
classroom.
Shoes: Elementary: Saddle oxfords, loafers, or athletic shoes (high- or low-top). Elementary students
may wear sandals with full ankle straps. MS/HS students may wear shoes without backs any day.
Jewelry: Neither earrings nor body piercing are allowed.
Hats: No hats, bandanas, or caps are to be worn inside the school building.
Hair: Must be worn in a moderate, well-groomed fashion, not over the collar, below the ear, nor over
the eyes (no extreme or bizarre styles).
Friday Wear: School or Christian T-shirts or sweatshirts are allowed on Friday.
Performance Attire: Boys must wear dress slacks and a dress shirt for all performances unless
otherwise stated.
Dress Code Enforcement
The intent of our dress code is to promote modesty as well as proper appearance. We ask that all
parents help us properly monitor their child’s dress. Our goal is that the dress code would not become
an issue, but that spiritual and academic development would be our focus. However, dress code
accountability must be enforced, and we ask that parents and students understand our intent and fully
comply with these policies.
Dress Code enforcement does not depend on who else is wearing something, or how many times
someone wore it without getting caught. It is each student’s responsibility to follow the Dress Code at
all times.
If dress code violations become excessive, the principal will meet with parents to discuss how the
parent can help the school enforce the appearance code. When a student is found in violation of the
appearance code, the parent will be asked to bring the proper clothing to the school.

